An important but rarely discussed phenomenon in single cell data generated by the 10X-Chromium protocol is that the fraction of non-exonic reads is very high. This number usually exceeds 30% of the total reads. Without aligning them to a complete genome reference, nonexonic reads can be erroneously aligned to the transcriptome reference with higher error rates.
Introduction
In recent years, the emergence of single cell RNA sequencing technologies has allowed scientists to measure gene expression profile of thousands of individual cells simultaneously. The number of cells in each sequencing run has increased rapidly thanks to the invention of droplet-based protocols. In 10X-Chromium 3' [1] protocol version 2, each transcript molecule is tagged with a 16-base-pair (bp) cellular barcode, and a 10-bp unique molecular identifier (UMI). Transcript molecules from the same cell are tagged with the same cellular barcode. UMIs are randomly generated, therefore different molecules from the same transcript within a cell have a very low chance of sharing the same UMI. This allows us to directly count the number of transcript molecules without PCR biases.
According to 10XGenomics specification [2] , Cell Ranger uses STAR [3] , a splicing-aware aligner, to align all reads against a reference genome and to get the best mapping loci for each read. Cell Ranger then uses a genome annotation to pick out reads that can be aligned to the transcriptome and discard the remaining reads.
Specifically, Cell Ranger uses the genome annotation GTF to bucket reads into exonic, intronic, and intergenic. A read is exonic if at least 50% of it intersects an exon, intronic if it is non-exonic and intersects an intron, and intergenic otherwise. Cell Ranger further aligns exonic reads against annotated transcripts, looking for compatibility. A read that is compatible with exons of an annotated transcript, and aligned with correct orientation, is considered mapped to the transcriptome. If the read is compatible with a single gene annotation, it is considered uniquely (confidently) mapped to the transcriptome. Only reads that are confidently mapped to the transcriptome are used for UMI counting [2] .
While the description of Cell Ranger algorithm is highly reasonable, by analyzing its code and results, we identified the following limitations in its aligning procedure. Specifically, Cell Ranger (STAR) fails to correctly align reads in cases listed below:
• Reads that span across small exons: When reads span across multiple exons, they scatter into multiple fragments in the genome coordinate. We observe that when one of these fragments (exons) is small, Cell Ranger fails to detect correct alignments. As Cell Ranger (STAR aligner) maps reads to the genome using k-mers for seed identifications, it cannot detect seeds in small regions of the genome (corresponding to small exons). For these reads, Cell Ranger usually either fails to map, or maps them to another locus on the genome with a lower alignment score or cannot detect the exon splicing (reads aligned across exon boundary into intronic regions instead of skipping the intronic region) ( Figure 1 ).
• Splicing appears near read terminal: Similar to the short exon case, when splicing positions are near a read terminal, the end fragment of the read cannot be hit by a seed. We observe that Cell Ranger also fails to align in this scenario and usually extends the alignment into the adjacent intron ( Figure 2 ).
• Errors (or SNPs) in reads conceal the correct anchor exons: When mapping transcriptomic reads against a reference genome, SNPs or errors in reads can make it difficult to find the anchor seeds of reads on exons, especially short exons. This leads to incorrect alignment.
• Incomplete report for equally aligned loci: While using Cell Ranger on several data sets, we found some strange cases where reads that map perfectly to multiple positions on the genome (and also perfectly to the transcript sequences at these locations) are reported only once by Cell Ranger. This is a bug in the alignment tool (STAR) that Cell Ranger uses and we have filed a bug report to the authors of STAR aligner. Yet Cell Ranger reports just one position.
Chr Position Cigar Gene 10 23785587 91M224N7M ENSMUSG00000061983 Figure 1 : When a read spans across multiple exons, it is spliced into small fragments, making it difficult to align correctly on the genome coordinate. These incorrect alignment scenarios lead to the incorrect removal or selection of those reads in the Cell Ranger read selection procedure.
We introduce Hera-T, a new single-cell RNA-seq quantification algorithm for 10x-Chromium data. With many careful software engineering optimizations, Hera-T is 10 to 100 times faster than Cell Ranger, while consuming just a small memory footprint (smaller than 8 GB) for all benchmarked data sets.
Ignoring the difficult alignment cases that Cell Ranger failed to address, Hera-T and Cell Ranger produce almost identical results with the Spearman correlations larger than 0.99. As Hera-T handles these difficult alignment scenarios correctly, we argue that it's even more accurate than Cell Ranger.
For a single-cell data set with 49 million of reads, Cell Ranger took 3 hours (179 minutes) while Hera-T took 1.75 minutes; for another single-cell data set with 784 millions of reads, Cell Ranger took about 25 hours while Hera-T took 32 minutes. For those data sets, Cell Ranger completely used all 32 GB of memory while Hera-T consumed at most 8 GB.
Results
We benchmarked Hera-T against Cell Ranger [5] on 10X-genomics public single-cell data [6] . The code for reproducing the benchmarks is available at: https://github.com/bioturing/Hera-T-Benchmark. By the time we were finalizing this manuscript, Cell Ranger team released Cell Ranger 3. Therefore, we divided benchmark data into two groups:
• v2 chemistry: including 4 human and 7 mouse data sets.
• v3 chemistry: including 2 human and 4 mouse data sets.
To be consistent with the 10X-genomics public results, we ran Cell Ranger version 2.1.0 on v2 chemistry data sets and version 3.0.0 on v3 chemistry data sets. We benchmarked on a system with 56-core CPU and 32GB memory. Table 1 describes the running time and memory usage. As expected, there is an improvement in the performance of the new version vs the old version of Cell Ranger. For v2 chemistry data set, Hera-T is 50-100 times faster than Cell Ranger. While this number is about 10-48 times in v3 chemistry data set.
We use the following procedure to calculate the correlations between Cell Ranger and Hera-T results in order to assess their similarity.
• We get the set of shared barcodes reported by both tool (defined as set W ).
• For each shared barcode, we filter out genes that have fewer than 2 UMI count in both tools (the set of remaining genes of j th barcode is defined as G j ).
• We compute the Spearman, Pearson, and expressed mean absolute relative difference (eMARD) scores between two vectors of UMI count (x and y). The eMARD score is calculated as equation 1 [7] .
• Finally, we compare the mean and median scores of all shared barcodes between the two tools Table 2 presents the correlation scores between Hera-T and Cell Ranger results. As mentioned above, Cell Ranger failed to align reads in some cases. We further removed those challenging reads together with reads having low alignment scores from the input data and re-benchmarked Hera-T vs. Cell Ranger. Specifically, we removed:
• Complicated spliced reads that Cell Ranger fails to map correctly. We identify those reads by comparing the alignments produced by Cell Ranger and bowtie2 on the transcriptome reference. When bowtie2 produces better alignment score compared to Cell Ranger, we consider that the read fails to be mapped by Cell Ranger.
• Reads can be mapped on multiple loci with equal alignment score but Cell Ranger only reports one of those.
• Reads with high error rates. As a result, the two tools have almost identical results (Spearman and Pearson correlation are approximately 0.99). The results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 3 . We also performed t-SNE to visualize these data, and included Alevin results into the picture (Fig. 5, 6 ). While the t-SNE plots of Hera-T and Cell Ranger results are almost identical, the plots from Alevin results are very different. The difference of Alevin can be tracked to two reasons. The first is that Alevin does not use genome reference for alignment, but only uses the transcriptome reference (for performance). The second source of the difference can be the way Alevin handles reads that map to mulitple locations, which is different from Cell Ranger and Hera-T. 
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